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FITZGERALD, J.
The appellant, Fred Patt, was an employer during the years 19 55,
19 56 and 1957 and subject to the.provisions of the Michigan employment security act
(CL 1948, § 421 . .01 et seq., as amended -atat Ann 1960 Rev 9 17. 501 et seq:-1 ).
During that period h;-c:lidnot pay the unemployment c ontributions call ed for ~y that
act and in 1959 an action was started against him by the Michigan Employment Se c urity Commission in the circuit court for the county oi W~yne.
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Judgment by default was rendered against him for his contri bu tions
under the act in the amount of $4, 619. 28, representing delinquent contributions,
statutory damages, interest, and court costs.
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Subsequently, the :9-efend.?Lnt filed a . VGlunte~:ry petition in bankruptcy
and in 1964 was granted a discharge.. under the applicable · provisions_ of the bankruptcy act. In 1965, . the MESC garnisheed defendant's employer, s..eeking to ~ollect
its judgment of 19 59. Defendant file·d a motion to restrain this action and a temporary
order was issue<! preventing the commission from taking action to enforce collection
of its judgment. ,. On hearing, the Wayne county circuit court entered an orde-r dis-solving the temporary restraining order and dismissing defendant Patt' s motion~
In the order, it was stated:
11

The court therefore adopts the position. of the Michigan employ ment security commission that the so-call~d contribution was a· tax lawfully levied
against the respondent Patt; that it was not discharged in bankruptcy, nor. has. the
statute of limitations run against the collection of the debt."
On appeal, the is sue is whether the word 11 contribution" under the
·provisions of the employment security act, supra, may be equate.d with the word
1rtax1r .
The question before us revolves narrowly around the applicability
of section 17 of the bankruptcy act (11 USC ! 35 et seq. ) which provides as follows :
11

a. A discharge in bankruptcy shall release a . bankrupt from all of
his provable debts, whether allowable in full or in part, except .such as (1) are due
as a tax levied by the United States , or any state, county, district, or municipality. ' 1
(Emphasis supplied. )
In general, defendant claims that the moneys paid or -payable to the
State under the employment security act are not taxes undischargeable under the
bankruptcy act, supra • . Instead, he states that such moneys are nothing more than
what is expressed in the statute, i . e., 11 contributions 11, and as such are not taxes
and were discharged in the bankruptcy proceedings.

That this question has not been . raised before seems unusual . The
fact that a claim of appeal was filed in this case can perhaps be asc·r i bed to the
equitable argument cited by defendant that, 11Actually, the State of Michigan, through
the Employment Security Commission, was required to pay to unemployed persons
formerly i n the employ· of defendant, less than $-2 00 chargeable to the account of
defendant under the act. 11 There ensues a resounding silence as to whether defendant
might or might not be liable for this sum.
It is true that the word "tax" is conspicuously absent from the pr o v1s1ons of the employment security act. but it is also true that the word most fre -

quently used therein, 11 contribution1' , bears minute examination before it can be sai d
that it is not a tax within the purview of the bankruptcy act ...
A brief examination of the employment security act reveals the intent of the legislature at the time of its passage . The enacting section thereof states
specifically, " To levy and provide for contributions from employers. 11 Section 2,
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the declaratiOJ?, of policy, states that:
The systematic accumulation of ~£-tmdS:: during periods. of employment
to provide benefits for periods of unemployment by the setting aside of unemployment
reserves to be used foi: the benefit of persons unemployed through no fault of their
own, thus maintaining purchasing power and limiting the sel-ious- -s -o-ciai consequence
of relief assistance, is for the public good, and the general welfare of the people of
this State. 11
11

Such a broad and definitive statement of policy by our legislature
scarcely lends "itself tb the interpretation that they intended an~ing but a strictly.
enforceable system of periodic payments by employers that might not be. escaped.
That the employment security act was a proper exercise of legislative
powers, and its provisions constitutional, was a battle fought some time ago, and the
issue is a closed one . As stated by Mr-. Justice Stone in Carmichael v. Southern· Coal
and Coke Co. ( 1936 ), 301 US 495, (57 S Ct 868; 81 L ed 1245), -_in what was probably
the most exhaustive exaininatio~ of a state 1 s unemployment ~ompensati<;m act.
(Alabama):
While the particular name whi-ch a state court or a legi.slature may
give to a money payment commanded by its statute is not controlling here when its
constitutionality is in question,
*• we see no reason ·to doubt that the present
statute is- an exertion of the taxing power- of the- state. 11
11

**
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More important than this, h .o wever, is the statement, Th~ end
being legitimafe, the means is for the legislature to choose. 11 That is precisely what
we have before us. If the legisla-tur-e in 1936 decided that the word 11 tax11 was odious
and emotion-laden, and used in place thereof the word 11 contribution••, it is clear that
they intended more than a simple voluntary contribution. Rathe~, they created an enforceable contribution, one which could make an employment securi ty fund a pre_dictable, stable accumulation which might be- utilized to remedy the evils set forth
in their declaration of policy.
Further evidence of this is gained from the enacting section wherein
the term 11 to levy and provide for contributions from employers; to provide for the
collection of such contributions•• is used.
To arrive at an ultimate disposition of this matter, we find no better
touchstone than the words of the Court in Re Oshkosh Foundry Co. (ED Wis 1939),
28 F Supp 412, wherein the associated question of priorities under the bankruptcy act
was considered. There it was said:
Although the ~egislature did not. des-ignate the contributions as _a_ ta?'-,
nevertheless the compulsory payments made for a public purpose come within a
definition of a tax as is stated in 61 C. J. 68: 1
the essential characteristics of
a tax are that it is not a voluntary payment or donation, but an enforced contributio n ,
exacted pursuant to legislative authority'. 11
11

***
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The same Court sagely observed that a careful examination of the
statute before it, in that ~stance the Wisconsin unemployment compensation act,
yielded the conclusion that:
"The framers. of this legislation were very apprehensive that a tax
levied for unemployment relief. might· be declared unconstitutional by the courts.
They went to great lengths to avoid designating as a tax the payments to be made by
employers. The word 1 tax 1 does not appear anywhere in the chapter with reference
to the compulsory payments which employers are required to make. 11
Such is the case . with the statute before us. Regardless. of the
terminology used, an involuntary exaction, levied for a governmental or public pur·pose , can be held to be nothing other than a tax within the purview of the· Federal
bankruptcy act. The right of the State to collect such tax was duly protected by the
Congress in the bankruptcy act.
The employer contributions which must be made pursuant to the
Michigan employment security ·aet are a tax within the meaning of sectio.n 17 of the
bankruptcy act.
·
Judgment affirmed.

No _costs, a public question being involved.
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